
We are about to start your new topic….

What do you think these red dots might represent? Write it 
down in the back of your book. 



The red dots are called MEGACITIES

These are cities which have a population of over 10 million 
people!



People and Place

Your new topic is called….



Where do we live?
LO: To explain reasons for the 
population density of the UK. 

Starter: 
How would you describe: 
1. Where you live?
2. How many people live where you live?
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Extending: You can speculate why and how population 
density might change in the future for the UK and globally. 

Applying: You can explain reasons for the population density 
of  the UK. 

Developing: You can locate the world’s mega-cities and describe 
the global population density. 

Foundation: You can define the term mega-city and 
population density. 

Where do we live? – Population Density



Copy the correct keyword to the definitions in your books

A built up area used for 
housing and industry

A city with more than 
10million people living there

The number of people who 
live in an area of land

An area in the countryside

High population density

Low population density 

Mega City

Sparsely 
Populated



How many did you get correct? Mark using a green pen

A built up area used for 
housing and industry

A city with more than 
10million people living there

The number of people who 
live in an area of land

An area in the countryside

High population density

Low population density 

Urban

Mega City

Population 
Density

Rural
Densely 

Populated
Sparsely 

Populated



Below is a population density map whereby the darker the 
colour represents the more people living in a country.

Describe the 
global 

population 
density, use the 

world map in 
your planner to 

help you use 
country names 

in your 
description.



Task: 
1. The table on the right, are 

the top 10 largest 
megacities in the world.

2. Using the map on the next 
slide, and your world map in 
your planner, find the 
latitude and longitude co-
ordinates of  each city. 

3. Describe the pattern of  
megacities in the world. 

CHALLENGE: 
Suggest what common 

trends there are with the 
distribution of  global 

population density and 
megacities. 



A	Map	showing	____________________________________________________



Lesson Two



добро пожаловать
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What is amazing about Russia?
LO: To explain why Russia is unlike many other 
countries and many people choose to visit.

Starter: 
Write a sentence either about:
what you know about Russia 
OR
what you think Russia is like as a country. 
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Extending: You can speculate the population density of 
Russia and reasons for this. 

Applying: You can explain why Russia is unlike many other 
countries and many people choose to visit and call it amazing. 

Developing: You can describe the location of  Russia and it’s 
capital city (local, national, and international scale). 

Foundation: You can identify 10 key facts about Russia. 

What is amazing about Russia?



Copy the table into your books and match the facts to the 
correct cell of  the table 

Factors Answers
Population

Capital

President

Language

Literacy Rate

Birth Rate

Death Rate

Life Expectancy

National Holiday

Flag

12.5

99%

12th June

Vladimir Putin

Moscow

143.9 
million

Russian

12.7

72(M), 78(F)
White, Blue, 
Red Stripes



• Use	the	internet	to	mark	your	work
• Now	use	google	to	write	5	interesting	facts	about	
Russia.



D: You can describe the location of  Russia and it’s capital city 
(local, national, and international scale). 

Task: 

Using these maps….

2. Describe the location of  
Russia on an international 
scale. Russia is situated… 

3. Describe the location of  
Russia on a national scale. 
Russia is apart of  the 
continents of… 
Some of  the neighboring 
countries are… 
The Ocean to the North is… 

4. Describe the location of  
Russia on a local scale. 
The capital city is… and is 
situated… 

CHALLENGE: 

Suggest why Russia is seen as 
an important country. 



A: You can explain why Russia is unlike many other countries 
and many people choose to visit and call it amazing. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mORJ
mK1Ljgk 14	mins – Interesting	facts/landscapes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrN
xPr4PKQo 10	mins 10	best	places	to	visit	

KEY WORD
amazing
adjective
adjective: amazing
1.causing great surprise 
or wonder; astonishing.

TASK: 
Complete a detailed spider diagram in your book 
of  the many ‘amazing’ reasons as to why people 
would want to visit Russia. Use the YouTube links 
below to help you!

Think especially about the types of  Geography 
you can see in the country. 



A: You can explain why Russia is unlike many other countries 
and many people choose to visit and call it amazing. 

amazing
adjective
adjective: amazing
1.causing great surprise 
or wonder; astonishing.

TASK: 
Explain why Russia is unlike 
many other countries and 
many people choose to visit 
and call it amazing. 

Russia might be described as 
amazing by visitors because… 
such as… so… 

When comparing Russia to… 
you could… suggesting… 

CHALLENGE: 
Speculate the population 

density of Russia and 
reasons for this. 



Lesson Three & 
Four 



Why visit Russia?
• You	will	be	a	travel	agent	for	this	next	task…
• You	can	either	produce	a	powerpoint,	a	brochure,	a	
booklet	or	a	poster.	

• You	must	convince	tourists	to	visit	Russia.	
• What	is	there	to	do	there?	
• What	human	features?	What	natural	features?
• What’s	the	climate	like?
• Where	could	you	stay?
• Which	areas	to	avoid?	Why?


